In this paper we describe LMU Munich's submission for the WMT 2018 Parallel Corpus Filtering shared task which addresses the problem of cleaning noisy parallel corpora. The task of mining and cleaning parallel sentences is important for improving the quality of machine translation systems, especially for low-resource languages. We tackle this problem in a fully unsupervised fashion relying on bilingual word embeddings created without any bilingual signal. After pre-filtering noisy data we rank sentence pairs by calculating bilingual sentence-level similarities and then remove redundant data by employing monolingual similarity as well. Our unsupervised system achieved good performance during the official evaluation of the shared task, scoring only a few BLEU points behind the best systems, while not requiring any parallel training data.
Introduction
Machine translation is important for eliminating language barriers in everyday life. To train systems which can produce good quality translations large parallel corpora are needed. Mining parallel sentences from various sources in order to train better performing MT systems is essential, especially for low resource languages. Previous efforts 1 showed that it is possible to crawl parallel data from the web, but also showed that additional steps are necessary to filter noisy sentence pairs. In this paper we introduce our approach to filter noisy parallel corpora without the need of any initial bilingual signal to train the filtering system.
We participate in the WMT 2018 Parallel Corpus Filtering shared task with our system which tackles the problem of selecting the best quality 1 https://paracrawl.eu sentence pairs for training both statistical and neural MT systems (Koehn et al., 2018) . A lot of previous work has studied the problem of parallel data cleaning. Esplà-Gomis and Forcada (2010) proposed BiTextor which filters data based on sentence alignment scores and URL information. Similarly, word alignments and language modeling were used in (Denkowski et al., 2012) to select sentence pairs that are useful for training an MT system. Xu and Koehn (2017) proposed Zipporah, a logistic regression based model that uses bag-of-words translation features to measure fluency and adequacy in order to score sentence pairs. Another line of work is to select data based on the target domain. A static sentence-selection method was used for domain adaptation based on the internal sentence embedding of NMT (Wang et al., 2017) while van der Wees et al. (2017) used domain-based cross-entropy as a criterion to gradually fine-tune the NMT training in a dynamic manner. In contrast with previous work, we do not rely on any bilingual supervision, making our approach applicable to language pairs which lack initial parallel resources. Similarly to the work of Kajiwara and Komachi (2016) , where word embeddings were used to mine monolingual sentence pairs for text simplification, we use a word level metric to compute sentence pair similarity in a computationally efficient way.
Our approach consists of three steps. Due to the noisiness of the input data we use a pre-filtering step which detects sentences which are not useful. We developed a simple rule-based method which looks for sentence pairs which for example came from the wrong languages or have significantly different lengths. As a second step, we calculate sentence pair similarities using bilingual word embeddings and orthographic information. In the third step, we perform post-ranking where we counterweight source language sentences which are less fluent or redundant using language modeling and monolingual document similarity respectively. Our system is fully unsupervised, i.e., we do not use any parallel data for the training of our methods. We show results on the official test sets of the shared task which includes six datasets from different sources. Although, our method is fully unsupervised it achieves good performance on the extrinsic task of training MT systems on the filtered parallel data, scoring only 2.17 BLEU points behind the best systems.
Approach
In this section we introduce our approach for the filtering task. Since parallel sentence mining is most crucial for resource-poor languages our goal was to develop a system that does not need any bilingual signal for training. Our approach is based on recent developments in the field of bilingual word embeddings, i.e., it was shown that good quality bilingual embeddings can be trained using only source and target language monolingual data (Conneau et al., 2017) . As was mentioned in the previous section our approach consists of three steps which we introduce below. In each step we score the input candidate sentence pairs which are used at the sampling step to select sentence pairs before the training of MT systems. Higher score means higher probability for being selected during the sampling process. For more detail about the data, the preprocessing and the sampling procedure see section 3.
Pre-Filtering
The input data, released by the shared task organizers, contain a large amount of erroneous candidate sentence pairs which can be filtered out based on some simple heuristics. For detecting these instances we use the following rules and set the weight of these noisy candidate pairs to zero. Note, we ignore the candidates selected here in later steps for reasons of speed.
1. Hunalign scores of the sentence pairs were released with the data. We ignore candidates if the initial score is less then 0.0.
2. If either of the sentences has a length of less then 3 tokens we consider it as noise.
3. A good indicator of bad alignment of sentences is their length difference. If this value is greater than 15 tokens we set its weight to zero.
4. We also consider a candidate as noise if the number and URL ratio, compared to the number of all tokens, is greater than 0.6.
5. In many cases the language of the sentences is incorrect. We use the system of Sarwar et al. (2001) to detect these instances.
Scoring
In the main step of our approach we calculate the score of a candidate sentence pair based on the similarities of the contained words. First, we describe how we train bilingual word embeddings and then we describe the method for sentence similarity.
Bilingual word embeddings Recently, Conneau et al. (2017) showed that good quality bilingual embeddings can be produced by training monolingual word embedding spaces for both source and target languages and mapping them to a shared space without any bilingual signal. We follow this approach and use bilingual word embeddings, trained in an unsupervised fashion. For this we use the system released by (Conneau et al., 2017) . We discuss the used data and parameters in section 3.
Sentence pair similarity Given a candidate pair of source and target sentences S and T , the similarity score is calculated by iterating over the words in S from left to right and pairing each word s ∈ S, in a greedy fashion, with the word t ∈ T that has the highest cosine similarity based on our dictionary. We then greedily eliminate t from T , so that it cannot be matched by a later word "s". Then, the averaged word-pair similarity gives the final score. We remove stopwords, digits and punctuation from texts before calculating similarity. Note, this idea is similar to Word Movers Distance introduced in (Kusner et al., 2015) but simpler due to runtime considerations on huge corpora.
As was shown in previous work (Braune et al., 2018) , the quality of bilingual word similarity can be significantly improved by using orthographic cues, especially for rare words. We extend this idea to the sentence level by using a dictionary containing orthographically similar source-target language word pairs and their similarity. We define orthographic similarity as one minus the normalized Levenshtein distance. We use this orthographic dictionary together with the BWE-based dictionary when mining parallel sentences by using the higher value from the two dictionaries. If the given word pair is not in a dictionary we consider their similarity as 0.0 for that dictionary. One issue with orthographic similarity of words is that it tends to give high scores to sentences which contain many orthographically similar words, e.g., a sentence with a list of named entities, which are often not useful for MT systems. To overcome this issue, we multiply the orthographic word similarities with 0.2.
Post-Ranking
In the third step we re-rank candidates from the previous step in order to reduce the number of redundant sentence pairs and to ensure that we have more fluent sentences. We apply these steps only to the source sentences due to speed considerations.
Monolingual Document Similarity The input corpus contains redundant sentences, i.e., sentences which have similar structure and meaning, and which are often generated based on predefined sentence templates. It is enough to use only one element from these clusters of redundant sentences since the rest does not have a big impact on the translation quality. Due to the huge size of the input data we used a simple thus fast approach to detect redundant sentences and decrease their score. First, we embed each source side sentence to a fixed sized sentence embedding by simply averaging the word embeddings of the words in the sentence. We calculate sentence similarities of each possible pairs which can be done efficiently even for large inputs (Johnson et al., 2017) . We use cosine as the similarity metric and we consider those sentences as redundant which have lower difference than 0.02 between the similarity value of its top two most similar sentences. We multiply the original score of redundant sentences by 0.5.
Language model It is beneficial to use fluent sentences for training MT systems. To take this aspect into consideration we used KenLM language model (Heafield et al., 2013) to change the score of a candidate pair based on the source side sentence's normalized language model probability. We multiply scores if the given sentence has higher (lower) probability than 1×10 −3 (5×10 −6 ) by 1.5 (0.5).
Experimental Setup
The goal of the shared task is, given a noisy parallel corpus, to filter candidate sentence pairs that are most useful for training MT systems. Candidate pairs have to be scored based on the predicted quality of the corresponding candidate where the scores do not have a special meaning except that higher values indicate better quality. To produce the actual training data for the MT systems the scored corpus is sampled using an official tool, released by the organizers, which samples sentences with a probability proportional to their scores.
Data
A German-English dataset was released containing 1 billion (English) tokens. The corpus was crawled from the web as part of the ParaCrawl project. After extracting texts from web pages with BiTextor (Esplà-Gomis and Forcada, 2010), documents and sentences were aligned using (Buck and Koehn, 2016) and Hunalign (Varga et al., 2007) respectively. The aligned sentence pairs are the candidates which have to be scored for the sampling process and used as training parallel data for the MT systems. The alignment scores of the candidate sentence pairs were also released which do not by themselves correlate strongly with sentence pair quality which we show in section 4. For more details of the data see the overview paper of the shared task (Koehn et al., 2018) . As an additional data source we use monolingual German and English NewsCrawl sentences from the time period between 2011 and 2014 (Bojar et al., 2014) which we use to train word embeddings and the language model.
Evaluation
To evaluate systems two setups were performed: (i) sampling 10M tokens and (ii) 100M tokens from the scored corpus using the released sampler tool. The quality of the resulting subsets is determined by the quality of a German-English SMT (Koehn et al., 2007) and an NMT (Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018) system trained on this data and using BLEU to measure translation quality. We will refer to these setups as SMT 10M, SMT 100M, NMT 10M and NMT 100M. As development set newstest 2017 was used, while newstest 2018, iwslt2017, Acquis, EMEA, Global Voices and KDE were the undisclosed test sets (Koehn et al., 2018) .
Parameter setup
We preprocessed all data using the tokenizer from Moses with aggressive mode (Koehn et al., 2007) and lower casing. To train monolingual word embeddings we used FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2016) with default parameters except the dimension of the vectors which is 300. As input the concatenation of the shared task data and NewsCrawl was used. For the unsupervised mapping we ran (Conneau et al., 2017) using the source and target language monolingual spaces. As a language model we used KenLM (Heafield et al., 2013) , with n-gram size 5 and using default values for the rest of the parameters, on the source side of our data. All other parameters introduced earlier are based on manual analysis of the data and nonexhaustive tuning on the development set. During development we only run SMT 10M due to time constraints.
Results
We present official BLEU scores of our systems on the four setups and seven datasets in table 1.
Our default system lmu applies pre-filtering and scoring and we incrementally add monolingual document similarity and language modeling postranking steps. During development we calculated the performance of only applying the pre-filtering step on newstest 2017 with SMT 10M which resulted in a score of 15.53 BLEU while the released hunalign scores resulted in a score of 6.88. This result shows the noisiness of the data and the importance of pre-filtering. Based on table 1 it can be seen that our default system, without post-ranking, could already achieve good performance. The additional postranking steps were most helpful for the setups with only 10M tokens in the training data. This indicates that giving less weight to redundant and not fluent sentences is especially important in the low resource setups. During the development we also performed an ablation study on the postranking methods. Using only the language model on top of pre-filtering and scoring gave 20.67 BLEU points while activating only the document similarity module we got 21.66 with SMT 10M. This shows that the latter method is more important because it removes more redundant data from the training set and makes space for sentence pairs that contain additional lexical information. On the other hand, language modeling causes lower performance increase because the rule-based pre-filtering step could already detect and remove some of the less fluent candidates. By combining the two techniques we could achieve the best performance on the newstest 2017 dataset. In contrast, post-ranking steps only helped for the iwslt2017 and Acquis datasets in the case of the 100M token setups. We conjecture that the downweighting of candidates by these steps was too heavy which resulted in lower importance of these candidates comparing to candidates which are not even parallel. This issue could be overcome by better fine tuning of hyperparameters.
In table 2 we show the averaged results over all test sets of the best system of the official participants. Our systems performs better then the average in three out of four cases and scores below the best system by only 2.17 BLEU points on average. Our results are less competitive with NMT which is because we only used SMT during development. Our results show that competitive performance can be achieved without the use of any bilingual signal for the parallel corpus filtering task.
Conclusion
In this paper we introduced LMU Munich's submission to the WMT 2018 Parallel Corpus Filtering shared task. Such systems are especially useful in low resource setups, so we proposed a fully unsupervised system which is built on three modules: (i) we apply a pre-filtering step to remove noisy data (ii) we score sentences based on bilingual word embeddings and (iii) as a post-ranking step we penalize sentence pairs which are redundant or not fluent enough. We achieved good results with all setups which shows the competitiveness of our unsupervised system.
